NEW BOOKS – SELECTED MONOGRAPHS – April 2008

by Chen, Zhen, 1955-
Call #: N7349.C46 A4 2007
Imprint: Nürnberg Verl. für Moderne Kunst c2007

**James Turrell** : a life in light / / [foreword by Louise T. Blouin].
by Turrell, James.
Call #: N6537.T78 A4 2006

**Anselm Kiefer** / / [text by] Germano Celant.
by Kiefer, Anselm, 1945-
Call #: N6888.K43 A4 2007

**Mary Heilmann** : Save the last dance for me / / Terry R. Myers.
by Myers, Terry R.
Call #: ND237.H427 M94 2007

**Overcoming the problematics of art : the writings of Yves Klein** / / translated, with an introduction by Klaus Ottmann.
by Klein, Yves, 1928-1962.
Call #: N6853.K5 A35 2007

**Valérie Belin** / / [edited by Patrick Remy ; introduction by Els Barents, William A. Ewing, Jean-Luc Monterosso ; text by Régis Durand ; interview by Nathalie Herschdorfer.
by Belin, Valérie.
Call #: TR647.B4146 2007

**Ghada Amer** / / a cura di Danilo Eccher.
by Amer, Ghada, 1963-

**Lucian Freud** / / by William Feaver.
by Freud, Lucian.
Call #: ND497.F75 A4 2007

**Cindy Sherman** : a play of selves / / [edited by Metro Pictures, New York, Sprüth Magers, Cologne ; German translation: Stefan Barman].
by Sherman, Cindy.
Antoni Tàpies : works, writings, interviews / / Youssef Işaghpour.
by Işaghpour, Youssef.
Call #: N7113.T3 I84 2006

The sculpture of William Tucker / / Joy Sleeman.
by Sleeman, Joy.
Call #: NB497.T82 S49 2007

Tony Cragg : in and out of material / / mit einem Interview von Jon Wood ; Texte von Tony Cragg ; mit Beiträgen von Christoph Brockhaus, Robert Kudielka, Christian Schneegass ; [Übersetzung: Michael Eldred, Brigitte Kalthoff].
by Cragg, Tony, 1949-
Call #: NB497.C75 A4 2006

by Burtynsky, Edward, 1955-
Call #: f TR660.5 .B87 2007

Julie Mehretu : drawings / / Catherine de Zegher ; foreword by Thelma Golden.
by Mehretu, Julie, 1970-
Call #: NC139.M437 A4 2007

Rockaway, NY / / Roe Ethridge.
by Ethridge, Roe.
Call #: TR655 .E84 2007

Graciela Iturbide : Juchitán / / essay by Judith Keller.
by Iturbide, Graciela, 1942-
Call #: TR647 .1877 2007

Long life cool white : photographs & essays / / by Moyra Davey ; with an introduction by Helen Molesworth.
by Davey, Moyra.
Call #: TR647 .D385 2008

Call #: NX512.K37 A45 2008
by Chaet, Bernard.

Patrick Mimran: recent works and old obsessions // text by Paul Ardenne, curator Alessandra de Bigontina, English translation by Nick Hargreave, and Italian translation by Barbara Turoff.
by Ardenne, Paul.

Paula Rego: human cargo.
by Livingstone, Marco.

by Dawson, Barbara.

Kounellis: die Front/das Denken/der Sturm.
by Scheps, Marc
Call #: N6903.K68 S3 1997 folio

Fausto Melotti: edited by Elena Geuna; essays by Elena Geuna, Germano Celant, Steven Nash.
by Melotti, Fausto.

The world stage: China // Kehinde Wiley: essays by Jennifer Jankauskas, Greg Tate, [and] Paul D. Miller aka DJ Spooky.
by Wiley, Kehinde

Dog days Bogotá // Alec Soth.
by Soth, Alec, 1969-.
Call #: TR655.S68 2007

Adel Abdessemed: dead or alive.
by Abdessemed, Adel.

Jan Dibbets: perspective collection.
by Miami Art Museum
Imprint: Miami, Fla. Miami Art Museum of Dade County Association, Inc. c2007

R. B. Kitaj: little pictures.
by Kitaj, R. B.

Catherine Sullivan: five economies (big hunt/little hunt).
by Sullivan, Catherine, 1968-

Thomas Schutte: Fruhe Arbeiten.
by Curtis, Penelope.

Jennifer Bartlett: from rhapsody to song.
by Moos, David.

Where the Swan Flies / Jay DeFeo, essay by Jens Hoffman, Foreword by C. Ursula Cipa.
by DeFeo, Jay, 1929-

Dennis Adams: double feature.
by Adams, Dennis.

Pat Steir: paintings.
by Drathen, Doris von.

Darren Almond: index.
by Almond, Darren.

Terminus: Darren Almond.
by Almond, Darren.

Disassembling the archive: Fiona Tan / Philip Monk.
by Monk, Philip, 1950-

by Baum, Kelly.

Enrique Chagoya: borderlandia / edited by Patricia Hickson with essays by Patricia Hickson, Daniela Pérez, and Robert Storr.
by Chagoya, Enrique.
Imprint: Des Moines : Des Moines Art Center, c2007.


Andre Cadere: catalogue raisonne.
by Cadere, Andre.
André Cadere, peintures sans fin / [Herausgeber/direction de la publication/editor, Karola Grässlin, Fabrice Hergott, Alexander van Grevenstein ; Redaktion/rédactoin,editing, Sonja Claser ... et al.; Übersetzungen/traductions/translations, Waltraud Boll ... et al.].
by Cadere, André, 1934-1978.

Joseph Cornell: navigating the imagination / / Lynda Roscoe Hartigan.
by Cornell, Joseph.

Katsura Funakoshi: new sculpture.
by Tuchman, Phyllis.

Hans Hofmann: poems & paintings on paper.
by Hofmann, Hans.

Barry Frydlender: down here.
by Frydlender, Barry.
Imprint: Tel Aviv. Tel Aviv Museum of Art. 2007.

Mark Rothko: Retrospektive.
by Rothko, Mark.

McDermott & McGough presents because of him.
by Koestenbaum, Wayne.

by Sillman, Amy.
Call #: ND237.S5435 A4 2002
Imprint: [Hanover, N.H. : Dartmouth College, 2002]

Francis Alÿs: the politics of rehearsal / / Russell Ferguson.
by Ferguson, Russell.

Red Grooms: in the studio.
by Bland, Bartholomew F.

Nomad / / Enrique Celaya: with text by Peter Boswell.
by Martínez Celaya, Enrique, 1964-.
NEW BOOKS – SELECTED GENERAL – April 2008

Vitamin Ph : new perspectives in photography // [contributors, Rodrigo Alonso ... et al. ; introduction by T.J. Demos].
Call #: TR655.V58 2006

Call #: NX456.S.S8 S68 2006

Call #: N6512.A25 A28 2007

Artworks : the Progressive collection // essays by Dan Cameron ... [et al.] ; [curator and editor, Toby Devan Lewis ; text editor, Katherine Solender].
Call #: N6488.S.P76 A78 2007

Video : the reflexive medium // Yvonne Spielmann ; translated from the original German, with a slightly expanded introduction for the English edition by Anja Welle and Stan Jones.
by Spielmann, Yvonne.
Call #: N6494.V53 S6513 2008

Words to be looked at : language in 1960s art // Liz Kotz.
by Kotz, Liz.
Call #: NX650.L35 K68 2007

The geometry of hope : Latin American abstract art from the Patricia Phelps de Cisneros Collection // editor, Gabriel Pérez-Barreiro.
Call #: N6502.S.C66 G46 2007

Phantasmagoria : specters of absence // José Roca ; with a short story by Bruce Sterling.
by Roca,José.
Call #: N8243.S36 R63 2007

Call #: ND196.A2 D425 2007

Grands surrealistes.
by Goutier, Jean-Michel.

Memoirs : dada collage.
by Ponzi, Frank.

Face to face : the Daros collections : part 1.


[Herausgeber, Karola Grässlin ; Übersetzungen, Eva Badura-Trisk, Hugh Rorrison, Ralf Schauff].

Cobra Reykjavik.

Young Israeli art : recipients of the Legacy Heritage Fund Prize 2007 : Shai Azoulay, Lihi Chen, Matan Daube, Maya Gold, Shai Ignatz, Reuven Israel, Erez Israeli, Hila Karabelnikov, Kehn Shish, Anna Yam.
Imprint: Tel Aviv. Tel Aviv Museum of Art. 2007.

Cezanne & Giacometti : paths of doubt.
by Baumann, Felix A.

Intimate modernism : Fort Worth Circle artists in the 1940s // by Scott Barker and Jane Myers.
by Barker, Scott Grant.

Geopolitics of the animation = Geopoliticas de la animacion.

Martian encyclopaedia of terrestrial life : volume viii : art.

Jackson Pollock and Lee Krasner // Ines Janet Engelmann ; [translated from the German by Stephen Telfer].
by Engelmann, Ines Janet.
Call #: N6537.P57 E5 2007
Imprint: Munich ; New York : Prestel, c 2007